It Is With Sadness We Announce...

By RABBI MYCHAL COPELAND

You have seen the email announcements when someone has died. What is shiva, and why does our entire community get a notice about it? In the Jewish tradition, when someone dies there is an acknowledgment that we pass through stages of mourning.

After a funeral, the mourner enters shiva, Hebrew for the “seven” days of this stage. During this time, the mourner shouldn’t have to enter the everyday world yet (if they are able to step back from it). There are various customs that may be followed, but the most prominent in the Sha’ar Zahav community is the shiva minyan, a short evening service. When someone has experienced a death, there is a tendency to hide away from friends and community. Our tradition says simply, “No.” Amidst our pain and sorrow, we are not permitted to silo ourselves.

When I first came to SZ, I was blown away by the number of people who show up for mourners. Shiva is a deep value in our community. And it’s easy — all it takes is literally showing up (and don’t worry if you don’t know the prayers!). It’s customary to bring food as a way of saying, “You are going to keep on living.”

But if you can’t bring something, the essential piece is showing up. Show up even if you didn’t know the person who died — that’s why the mourner will tell us a bit about them during the service. Show up even if you don’t know the member.

Shiva is one of the wisest and most profound rituals in Jewish tradition. The genius of the shiva minyan ritual is that community stands by our side at the moment when we are grappling with the toughest questions about our existence. The shiva minyan makes it clear: what matters is that in the face of the unfathomable, we extend compassion to each other. Some congregants, observing shiva with family in other cities, choose to observe Shloshim, the end of the first thirty days of mourning with a gathering of friends in our community. Shiva or Shloshim gatherings are also particularly meaningful when the loss is of a non Jewish relative.

If you’d like to learn more about how we can show up for each other during times of illness or grief, look for my class this spring called “Hineni: I am Present for You.”
Everyone Is Welcome
By NANCY LEVIN, President

When you think of Sha’ar Zahav, you think “synagogue,” right? But Sha’ar Zahav is also a non-profit organization.

Like other non-profits, we have a board of directors (“Va’ad”), executive leadership, managers and staff, and member donors. Unlike KQED or SF MOMA, where the member’s role is to make an annual/monthly donation, Sha’ar Zahav membership also means being engaged in community.

Many of us work on projects together and with staff and clergy. We bond, we grow, we disagree, we learn, we teach, we pray. We even become board members. Also, of course, we live our Jewish values in community.

We have a long, proud tradition of lay leadership, with members owning and leading our organization. Our leadership is fluid - everyone is welcome to find a role by stepping forward, choosing an area of interest, and getting involved. A healthy congregation takes a community of individuals saying “Hineni” - I AM HERE. Our active membership makes us a dynamic place, with pods of ideas, projects, and experimentation throughout. But, it may be hard to know the best person to talk to on any given topic.

“Everyone is welcome to find a role by stepping forward.”
- Nancy Levin

It might take a few conversations to get the full picture. Communication may be uneven with so many people in the mix. And staff can feel like they have hundreds of bosses instead of one.

I suspect that if we were a more typical non-profit, communications would be more linear and decision-making more obvious. There might be fewer people to check in with, and less “process.” But without the ability to be engaged, nurture a creative spark in ourselves or others, lift each other up to do what we never thought possible and become leaders, we lose the essence of what allows us to become a sacred community.
Rob Shanholztz
NEW MEMBER PROFILES

I came to San Francisco about a week after graduating college, after spending a summer here as an intern. I absolutely fell in love with the look, feel and energy of the city, and couldn’t wait to call it home. I started working as a software engineer on the privacy team at Facebook. Having grown up in an interfaith home, I didn’t end up exploring my Jewish heritage until I was in college, where I dove in headfirst. I became a Birthright recruiter and joined a Jewish fraternity.

When I arrived in San Francisco, finding a new, strong Jewish community where I could feel welcome was a top priority for me. I was immediately taken by the warmth and friendliness of CSZ and knew very quickly that this was the place for me. When I’m not at work, I love to explore San Francisco’s absolutely fantastic live music scene. I can’t remember a week when I haven’t gone to some kind of concert. I also enjoy training at my Mixed Martial Arts gym in the Mission, and I’m a complete film buff. I’m very excited to meet you all in the following weeks, and I can’t wait to get to know the community on a more personal level.

SHA’AR ZAHAV NEW MEMBERSHIP

August
Carey Averbook
Marjorie Sturm & Ernesto Diaz-Infante

September
Megan Cohen & Sean Howell
Lisa Meier

(September cont.)
Karen Greene & Beck Epstein
Daniel Stellini

November
Cris Turienzo
Margo Bender
Crow Martin

December
Daniel Vanish
Randall Heilbrunn

Task Force Leaders

MEMBERSHIP
Marc Lipschutz
membership@shaarzahav.org

CONNECTIONS
Lisa Katz and Laurie Trupin
connections@shaarzahav.org
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My Legacy Gift
By ROBERT TAT

I’ve been asked to write about why I completed a Letter of Intent to leave a Legacy gift to Sha’ar Zahav. To understand why the synagogue is important to me, I have to go back to the very beginning.

I grew up with a strong sense of history. I’m a third-generation native San Franciscan with Jewish roots at Congregation Emanu-El (where I first met Allan Gold in our second-grade religious school class). My maternal great-grandfather came to California from Germany in the 1850s and developed a successful dry goods business in Monterey. So, for me Sha’ar Zahav is a continuation of what one might call that pioneering spirit.

In 1977 mainstream synagogues were not welcoming of LGBT folks. So, our three co-founders began holding services in the basement of Glide Church in the Tenderloin. I attended there during the first months of the synagogue’s existence, and have been a member ever since. Seven years later the Danvers Street building (the first Home of Our Own), proudly displayed our logo - a Jewish star with a lambda superimposed. It was the first highly visible synagogue with a specific outreach to LGBT Jews. When I first set foot in Glide’s basement room over 40 years ago I could never have dreamed of what Sha’ar Zahav would become. We were making history then, and continue to do so today. Sha’ar Zahav has grown far beyond our original roots to embrace a wider diversity. We have played an important role in the larger Jewish community. Most importantly, we’ve helped bring about acceptance of LGBT people in mainstream Judaism. I’m proud that my legacy gift will help ensure that Sha’ar Zahav will continue into the future.

Magda Schwartz,
aunt of Michael Tyler
Helen Rubin Lund,
grandmother of Elliot Sprehn
Phyllis Raskin Ellis,
mother of Brian Ellis
Karen Augusta,
sister of Lauren Augusta
Diane Swansen,
member
Letter of Intent to Participate in Our Legacy Community Program

By making this commitment to Congregation Sha'ar Zahav, I express my desire to share my blessings with others, aiding future generations and assuring the continuity of our congregation. This Letter of Intent indicates my desire to participate in Sha'ar Zahav's Our Legacy Community program. It is not legally binding.

_____ I have made provision for Congregation Sha'ar Zahav in my will and/or trust.

_____ I intend to make provisions for Congregation Sha'ar Zahav through:

_____ Bequest in my Will/Trust
_____ Life Insurance Policy
_____ Retirement Plan
_____ Charitable Trust
_____ Jewish Community Endowment Fund
_____ Other ____________________________
_____ Gift of real estate, securities, or other property

The approximate value of my commitment is $____________________ or ________% of my estate.

Name: ____________________________________________
Address: ____________________________ City/State/Zip: ____________________________
Email: ____________________________ Telephone: ____________________________
Signature: ____________________________ Date: ____________________________

_____ Please send a copy of this letter to my attorney:

Name: ____________________________________________
Address: ____________________________ City/State/Zip: ____________________________

_____ To encourage others to participate in Sha'ar Zahav's Our Legacy Community program, I permit my name to be listed in CSZ and Jewish Community Endowment Fund printed materials related to the program.

_____ I agree to participate in any oral history project regarding my legacy commitment.

Join 70+ members by completing and mailing to SZ, attention: Irene Ogus
Security at Sha’ar Zahav

By IRENE OGUS, Chair - Security Task Force

Did you recently attend High Holy Day services at the Herbst? Have you attended a Saturday morning service or a Beit Sefer class for your child? If so, thank you for being willing to show your IDs and for helping us with our security trials.

Sha’ar Zahav, along with most Jewish houses of worship and institutions, is trying several new security protocols. Access to our building is more controlled and monitored these days.

Many thanks to the parents and the Education Committee for their diligent work in creating these protocols. These tests will help us formulate plans for Friday night services and other major events. Because Herbst Theatre is in a public building, we were limited in what we could do and our security programs were different there than for our own building.

A recent b’nai mitzvah at our building also gave us an opportunity to verify ID and check-in people who had accepted their invitations, all while continuing to be the warm and welcoming community we have always aspired to be. In both cases, attendees expressed their gratitude, understood the need, and said they felt safe and protected.

For the past year, our Security Task Force has been working to identify areas of vulnerability and opportunities for infrastructure improvements. Our success in obtaining a grant from the California Office of Emergency Services has allowed us to install improved exterior lighting and CCTV cameras as well as an intercom system.

In the coming months we will be replacing our front doors, and adding protective film and additional hardware to our windows. A new alarm system will be installed which includes devices for our greeters to use in the event of an emergency. Additional security training is in our plans, and we’re exploring several options for controlling access to our building.

Security is a work in progress. The need is obvious; the change is challenging and sometimes painful. Please bear with us as we evolve; we are all in this together. We are deeply committed to providing safety to all who worship with us, our staff, lay leaders and those with whom we share our building.

As Rabbi Copeland said in her Rosh Hashana sermon, as a community we have an obligation to take care of each other, to overcome our fears and take comfort in our communal strength. We need to recruit more greeters and provide training for them in how to implement the security protocols.

Please let me know if you are interested (irene.ogus@gmail.com).

“We are deeply committed to providing safety to all who worship with us, our staff, lay leaders and those with whom we share our building.”

- Irene Ogus

We counted these past High Holy Days as a security success - most notably because 80% of our worshippers pre-registered to attend! That’s an impressive number - approximately 600 people.
January
1/3  Aaron Nacamulli
1/9  Jerome Davis
1/13 Phyllis Mintzer
1/17  Gerald (Jerry) Rosenstein
1/18  Ben Blachman
1/18  Keith Fenton
1/20  George Ash
1/27  Bill Ashley-Dobbin

February
2/1  Steven Richter
2/2  Stephen Walters
2/3  Cheryl Orvis
2/4  John Atteridg
2/6  Ronald Wilmot
2/10  Nathan Eli Weinstein
2/14  Barbara Rosenblum
2/16  Ephraim Troy
2/18  Ziggy Gimnicher
2/19  Allen Harris
2/23  Leland Vogel

August 9-10, 2019
Flowers sponsored by Trudi White  
in memory of my father, Ernest White
Oneg sponsored by Geri Kahn  
in memory of my mother, Sandy Kahn

August 16-17, 2019
Oneg sponsored by Jonathan Funk and John Arnold  
in celebration of their 35th anniversary

August 23-24, 2019
Flowers sponsored by Joan Goldman  
in honor of Daniel Chesir
Oneg sponsored by Past Presidents of Sha’ar Zahav  
in honor of Daniel Chesir and Rabbi Yoel Kahn

Sept. 6-7, 2019
Flowers by Shawn Matloob  
in memory of my maternal grandparents,  
Iran and Meir Cohanim
Oneg by Alice Harron  
in memory of my mother,  
Bernice Kahn Harron
Kiddush Luncheon by Murray Aaronson  
in memory of Elliot Klein

Sept. 20-21, 2019
Oneg by Marius Greenspan  
in memory of my father,  
Earl Greenspan

Sept. 27-28, 2019
Flowers by Joan Goldman  
in memory of my parents,  
Al and Ruth Goldman

October 4, 2019
Oneg by James Carlson  
in memory of my grandparents,  
Arthur Carlson and Filippo Tuzzolino

October 18, 2019
Oneg by Ira Hirschfield  
in memory of my mother, Lois Hirschfield

November 1-2, 2019
Flowers by Marianne Balin  
in memory of my sister,  
Susan Balin-Peterson
Oneg by Paul Cohen and Bob Gutterman  
in memory Fay Cohen,  
and David Gutterman, father of Bob

November 8-9, 2019
Flowers by Don Fischer  
in celebration of Spencer’s bar mitzvah
Oneg by Yvette Adida  
in memory of my mother,  
Marguerite Klein
Kiddush by Don Fischer  
in celebration of Spencer’s bar mitzvah
SHA’AR ZAHAV DONATIONS

General Fund

In honor of Daniel Chesir
Rabbi Melanie Aron
Diana Buchbinder and Jeane Redsecker
James Carlson
Michael Chertok
Paul Cohen and Bob Guttermann
Allan Gold and Alan Ferrera
Alex Ingersoll and Martin Tannenbaum
Lisa Katz and Sharon Heath
Eric Keitel and Aaron Cooper
Laura Lowe
Irene Ogus
Ora Prochovnick and Rena Franz
Leila Raim and Catherine Wisniewski
Karen Schiller
David Stein and William Stewart
In memory of Irene Tannenbaum
Alvin Baum
James Carlson
Paul Cohen and Bob Guttermann
Lynn Eden and Ruth Schoenbach
Steve Elman and Tom Holt
Nancy and Lawrence Goldberg
Alice Harron
Rose Katz
Ron Lezell
Eileen Lynette and Charlene O’Neil
Merle Malakoff and Gina Surber
Richard Meyerson
Adam Pollack
Steve Polsky and Mark Oliver
Ora Prochovnick and Rena Franz
Paisha Rochlin-Lehrman and Marvin Lehrman
Sharyn Saslafsky and Jan Half
Karen Schiller
Julia Weber and Charles Fineberg
Ami Zusman
Boyd Arnold
in honor of Howard Steiermann’s birthday
Stuart M. Biegel Trust, Richard Steinberg Trustee
in honor of all the CSZers who honored
Stuart Biegel’s memory by attending his funeral
Katie Breslin
Helen Bruno and Kevin Stein
James Carlson
in memory of Mary Jean Carlson
and Robert Roginski
Paul Cohen and Bob Guttermann
in honor of Howard Steiermann
and in memory of Florence Alpert,
Barbara Weiss Chaitan, Annette Cooper,
and Judy Scharf
Linda Edelstein and Marion Gillen
Avraham Giannini
in memory of Barbara Weiss Chaitan
and Florence Alpert
RoseAnn Gould
Marissa Guerrero and Nicolas Rosenstone
in honor of Nancy Levin
Rose Katz
in memory of Sadie Katz
Kristen Latta
in honor of David Mishhook and Meg Keene
Deborah Levy and Paola Carvajal
Mark Mackler and Wendell Choo
in honor of Allan Gold and Alan Ferrera’s
20th anniversary
Julie Mamet
in honor of Tiela Chalmers,
“mentor extraordinaire and all-around awesome human”
Justin Maslin
Phyllis Shragal-Mosnick and Lawrence Mosnick
in memory of Walter Leiss
Stuart and Lee Pollack
in honor of Deborah Leiss
Ora Prochovnick and Reina Franz
in honor of Howard Steiermann

High Holy Days

Donald Abrams
Pierre Adida and Yvette Adida
Jessica Alexandra and Maxima Alexandra
Jessie Ap’neva and Nina Wouk
Paul Bendix
Zephaniah Bensaid
Ray Bernstein
Larry Best
Lauren Block
Paul Bodnar
in memory of Seymour Bodnar
Michael Chertok and Anthony Sauker
in honor of Nancy Levin
Helen Cohen and Mark Lipman
Judith Cohen
Robin Cohn
Helen Dannenberg
in memory of Tom Bretthauer,
Miriam Ettinger and Bruce Kessler
Stuart Elliott Dick
Ron Edelman
in memory of Malik Bernstein
Linda Edelstein and Marion Gillen
Lynn Eden and Ruth Schoenbach
Gene Falk
Deborah Farkas
Joseph Feiner
Donald Fischer and George Naylor
Cary Fleisher
Jim Frazin
Judith Frauenglass
Jonathan Funk
Jerome Geffner
William Gersten
Allan Gold and Alan Ferrera
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Judy Golden
Timothy Grant
Jim Greenberg and Judith Bell
Marius Greenspan
Sarita Groisser
Sara Haber and Beth Sousa
Jan Half and Sharyn Saslafsky
Jill Hamilton
Leah Hammond
Alice Harron
Alex Ingersoll and Martin Tannenbaum
Liz Jaroslow and Marc Lipsett
Geri Kahn and Joni Mitchell
Jo Ellen Kaiser and Zoe Kaiser
Robert Katz
Rose Katz
Beth Kaufman and Gail Romano
David Kellerman
Laureen Kim and Alan Michels
Deb Kinney and Julie Dorf
Janet Klein and Lisa DiGirolamo
Rebecca Kramer
Smadar Lavie
Joel Leffert and Nancy Nichols
Lewis Lehman
Alison Levy
Marc Lipschutz
Gwendolyn Lochlainn
Daniel Loftus
Laura Lowe
Samuel Lowinger
Merila Lubensky
Merle D. Malakoff and Gina Surber
Tom Medin
Arthur Meirson
Miriam Menzel and Jim Musselman
Nancy Meyer
Richard Meyerson
David Mishook and Meg Keene
Ema Morales
Nancy Muller and Karen Brandman
Ellen Murland and Barbara Rinkoff
Janaye Murphy
Steven and Florence Nacamulli
in honor of the Sha’ar Zahav community
Jenny Nushbaum
Carolina Ornelas
Paul Peninger
Jeffrey Piade
Janis Portal
Brad Post and Susan Leff
Mark Pressler and Brad Lyman
Ora Prochovnick and Rena Franz
Rachel Raiston and Richard Raiston
Amy Randall and Mathew Reed
The Rawlings-Fein Family
Vincent Reybet-Degat
Jacob Robinson
Nathan Robinson
Shawn Rosenmoss
Beth Ross and Laurie Trupin
Juliet and Leonard Rothman
in appreciation for the wonderful Rosh Hashanah Service
Lillian Schaechner and Elaine Weissman
Joel Schechter and Diana Scott
Karen Schiller
Amy Schustack, Michael Tyler and Scott Kramer
in memory of Irene Tannenbaum
Andrew Schwartz and John Mark Eggerton
Judy Schwartz and Carolyn Pines
Norman Senensieb and Yuzana Lesley
Robert Shanholtz and Rachel Rankin
Stephen Shotland
Mike Shriver
Erik Sikovitz
Jerome Singer and Donald Dodge
Annette Spector and Stephen Spector
Rebecca Stern
AJ Turpen Fried and Ina Turpen Fried
Jon Uyterlinde
Eric Weiss and Dan Alpert
Larry Wexler
Rebecca Wieder and Aaron Watson
Debra Wilensky
Judith Wolfe and Jennifer Hughes
Christine Young and David Gluck
Neil Young
Hilary Zaid and Lauren Augusta
Reuben Zellman and Erika Katske
Alexander and Nicole Ziman
Mike Zimmerman
Ami Zusman
Anonymous
in loving memory of Bethold and Beatrice Lippel

Community Thrift Donations
James Carlson
Jean-Jacques Garbarz
Ari Salomon

Rainbow 2019
Helen Bruno and Kevin Stein
Lynn Eden and Ruth Schoenbach
Donald Fischer
Ben Gaster
Marjorie Hilsenrad
in honor of Rabbi Copeland
and Cantor Bernstein
Daniel Loftus and Christopher Nguyen
Rafael Mandelman
Susan Schwartz
in memory of Mary Isham
Kelly Thiemann and Ann Bauman
Nancy Wecker
Rabbi Eric Weiss and Dan Alpert
Andrew and Michele Williamson
Judith Wolfe
The Rabbi Julius & Pearl Funk Musical Events Fund
Jonathan Funk
in memory of his uncle, Joseph Wiseman
Jonathan Funk and John Arnold
in memory of Irene Tannenbaum

Cantor’s Discretionary Fund
Stuart M. Biegel Trust, Richard Steinberg Trustee
Deborah Levy and Paola Carvajal
in appreciation of the cantor

Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund
Harold and Carmen Bob
in honor of Rabbi Copeland’s birthday
Kelly Thiemann

Bookplates for Machzor
In honor of Daniel Chesir
Alvin Baum
Leslie Bergson and Mary Baron
Jonathan Funk and John Arnold
Rabbi Joseph Hample
Rabbi Robin Nafshi

Endowments
Estate of Jeffrey Lilly
Estate of Walter Leiss
Transform the World. And Yourself.

**Federation Philanthropy Partners** works with you and your family to put your passion and purpose to work for positive change.

**Our services are tailored to your specific situation:**
- Researching causes and nonprofits that interest you
- Reviewing your investment strategies and options, including impact investing
- Providing grantmaking and administration to simplify your giving
- Developing a family philanthropy plan
- Inviting you to events and briefings that resonate with your passions
- Connecting you to donors with similar interests

**Let’s Talk.** Contact us to start the conversation.

Debbie Tuttle Berkowitz  
415.512.6291 | DebbieB@sfjcf.org

Ruth Bender  
415.512.6205 | RuthB@sfjcf.org

121 Steuart Street, San Francisco, CA 94105 • 415.777.0411 • jewishfed.org

---

**Hills of Eternity Memorial Park**

- **Home of Peace Cemetery**
- **Salem Memorial Park**

*Serving Northern California’s Jewish Community Since 1850*

- Dedicated section for congregants
- In-Ground Burial Plots
- Indoor and Garden Mausoleum Crypts
- Niche and In-Ground Urn Gardens
- Convenient Payment Plans

**For an appointment,** please call 650.755.4700

Susan Solomon, Executive Director  
Benjamin J. Ruhs, Director of Sales

1299 El Camino Real  
Colma, CA 94014-3238

www.jewishcemeteries-sf.org

---

**SINAI Memorial Chapel**

*Chevra Kadisha*

San Francisco (FD 262)  
(415) 921-3636

East Bay (FD 1523)  
(925) 962-3636

Peninsula (FD 1830)  
(650) 369-3636

- Advance planning counseling
- At need arrangements
- Bereavement support services
- Burial at all Jewish Cemeteries  
Locally & Worldwide

www.sinaichapel.org

---

Please note: Advertising deadline for our next issue is January 15th!
MUSIC IN THE MISHKAN 2020

Sunday, February 9, 2020 at 4 pm:
Piano Trios by Dvorak, Castelnuevo-Tedesco and Tchaikovsky

Sunday, March 1, 2020 at 4 pm:
String Trios by Klein, Krasa, Laszlo, Martinu and Dohnanyi

Sunday, April 26, 2020 at 4 pm:
Piano Trios by Schumann, Krein and Foote

PURIM is coming!
Celebrations for family and adults!

Children’s programming including mask making on Monday, March 9th
Adult costume contest along with a fun-filled Megillah reading to follow